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This paper compares the expressive power of first-order monadic logic
of order, a fundamental formalism in mathematical logic and the theory of
computation, with that of the propositional version of duration calculus
(PDC), a formalism for the specification of real-time systems. Our results
show that the propositional duration calculus is expressively complete for
first-order monadic logic of order. Our semantics for PDC conservatively
extends the standard semantics to all positive (including infinite) length
intervals. Hence, in view of the expressive completeness, liveness properties
can be specified in PDC. This observation refutes a widely believed miscon-
ception that the duration calculus cannot specify liveness properties. ] 2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The duration calculus (DC) [22] is a formalism for the specification of real-time
systems. The duration calculus is based on interval logic [9] and uses real numbers
to model time. DC has been successfully applied in case studies of software embedded
systems, e.g., a gas burner [17] and a railway crossing [19], and has been used to
define the real-time semantics of other languages.
A run of a real-time system is represented by a function from non-negative reals
into a set of valuesthe instantaneous states of a system. Such a function will be
called a signal. Usually, there is a further restriction on the behavior of continuous
time systems. For example, a function that assigns value q0 to the rationals and
value q1 to the irrationals is not accepted as a ‘‘legal’’ signal.
A requirement that is often imposed in the literature is that in every finite length
time interval a system can change its state only finitely many times. This require-
ment is called the finite variability (or non-Zeno) requirement.
Atomic formulas of DC have the form WSX, where S is a Boolean signal expres-
sion. Such a formula has the value true in an interval [a, b] if ba S is equal to b&a,
i.e., if the signal defined by the expression S is true at almost all points of the interval
[a, b]. If S denotes a finitely variable Boolean signal P, then this integral condition
is equivalent to ‘‘P receives the value false at a finite number of points in the
interval [a, b].’’
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Note that if P1 and P2 are signals that disagree only on a finite number of points
in any finite length interval [c, d] (notation P1 tfin P2), then ba P1=ba P2 . The
duration calculus formulas respect tfin equivalence, i.e., if P1 tfin P2 , then P1
satisfies a duration formula D if and only if P2 satisfies D. Therefore, in DC it is
impossible to specify instantaneous events. In [24], DC was extended to mean
value calculus in order to handle instantaneous events.
We investigate the expressive power of the propositional fragment of duration
calculus (PDC). In this fragment the metric aspects of the calculus are ignored.
Hence, this is a duration-free fragment of the duration calculus. Our aim is to
clarify the logical foundation of DC. A justification for the significance of the
propositional (duration-free) fragment of DC is essential.
v Though the metrical aspects of the duration calculus are very important in
applications, their investigation may require incursions into calculus (e.g., into
differential equations) which have little (if anything) in common with existing well-
understood tools of logic and computational model theory.
v The duration-free fragment of the duration calculus plays a fundamental
role in applications. In fact, the majority of the laws and the transformation rules
in [16] deal with non-metric aspects of the duration calculus.
v The duration-free fragment is central in reasoning about the duration and
mean value calculi. For example, in [24], 9 out of 10 axioms for the mean value
calculus are duration-free (non-metrical).
The main result of this paper is the following equivalence between propositional
duration calculus and first-order monadic logic of order.
Theorem (Expressive Completeness of PDC for First-Order Monadic Logic of
Order). 1. Every PDC formula is equivalent to a monadic sentence which respects
tfin equivalence.
2. Every monadic sentence which respects tfin equivalence is equivalent to a
PDC formula.
This result confirms that the duration calculus is not an ad-hoc formalism because
it is so tightly related to first-order monadic logic of order, a fundamental formalism
in mathematical logic and the theory of computation.
It is a widely believed misconception that the duration calculus cannot specify
liveness properties while monadic first-order logic can. Recently, several extensions
of DC were suggested (see, e.g., [10, 18]) for the specification of liveness properties
in DC. All these extensions can be easily formalized in first-order monadic logic (in
the fragment that respects tfin -equivalence); hence, in view of the above theorem
they do not increase the expressive power of the duration calculus. Some reasons
for this misconception are explained in Remark 18 (Section 4) and in Section 8.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 notations and terminol-
ogy are explained. In Section 3 the syntax and the semantics of monadic logic are
recalled. In Section 4 the syntax and the semantics of the duration calculus are
provided. Our definitions conservatively extend the traditional semantics of DC to
all (including infinite length) subintervals of the reals. Section 5 states the expressive
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completeness theorem. The proof of the theorem is given in Sections 6 and 7. In
Section 8 we compare the traditional extensions of the duration calculus to infinite
intervals with our extension. We show that liveness properties cannot be specified
under the traditional extensions and that unlike our extensions, the traditional
extensions are not expressively complete. In Section 9 we provide a novel stuttering-
free interpretation for star-free expressions and establish the equivalence between
star-free expressions under stuttering-free interpretation and PDC. Section 10
describes some related results.
2. NOTATIONS
N is the set of natural numbers; BOOL is the set of booleans; R is the set of real
numbers; R0 is the set of non-negative reals; a, b will range over R0; [a, b] is
a finite length closed interval on the reals; we will use the standard notations for
other types of intervals, e.g., (a, b) is an open interval. All intervals are assumed to
be non-empty sets; an interval is singular if it contains only one point; I will range
over intervals.
A monadic predicate over I is a function from I into BOOL; the letters Pi range
over monadic predicates. Whenever the domain I of a monadic predicate is clear
from the context we use ‘predicate’ for ‘monadic predicate over I.’ As usual, a subset
of a set I will be identified with its characteristic predicate.
For a predicate P over I and a subset I1 of I we denote by P  I1 the restriction
of P on I1 .
3. MONADIC FIRST-ORDER LOGIC OF ORDER
In the first subsection we briefly recall the syntax and the semantics of first-order
monadic logic of order. The standard syntactical extension of monadic logic by
bounded quantifiers is given in the second subsection. Some lemmas which are
referred to later are also stated there.
3.1. Syntax and Semantics
First-order monadic logic of order is a fundamental formalism in mathematical
logic and the theory of computation. We use X1 , ..., Xn for monadic predicate
symbols and t, u, v for first-order variables. The atomic formulas are formulas of the
form Xi (t) and t<u. The formulas are constructed from the atomic formulas by the
propositional connectives and the first-order quantifiers.
Free and bound variables are defined as usual. We will use the notation ,[uv]
for the formula obtained from , by replacing all free occurrences of v by u and
renaming bound variables, if necessary. If all free variables of , are among
[t1 , ..., tn], we write ,(t1 , ..., tn). Recall that a sentence is a formula without free
variables. The quantifier depth of a formula is also defined in the standard way (see,
e.g., [8]).
A structure K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) for monadic logic of order consists of a set
IK linearly ordered by <K and subsets PKi of IK .
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The notion of satisfaction of a formula in a structure is defined as usual. We write
(K, a1 , ..., an) < ,(t1 , ..., tn) or K < ,(a1 , ..., an) if ,(t1 , ..., tn) holds in K, whenever
the variables t1 , ..., tn are interpreted as the elements a1 , ..., an of IK .
Notation. Let K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) be a structure and let I be a subset of IK .
We use K  I for the restriction of K on I; this is the structure (I, <K & I_I,
PK1  I, ...P
K
n  I). In particular, we use K  [a, b] for the restriction of K on [a, b].
We use K a for the restriction of K on the interval [c # IK : c Ka]. The struc-
tures K a, K <a, and K >a are defined similarly.
3.2. Extension by Bounded Quantifiers
It is convenient to extend the syntax of first-order monadic logic of order by the
bounded quantifiers (_t) t2t1 , (\t)
t2
t1
, (_t)t1 , (\t)t1 , (_t)
t2, (\t)t2. Semantically, (_t) t2t1 ,
and (\t) t2t1 , are shorthand for _t . t1<t<t2 7 , and \t . t1<t<t2  ,. The variable
t1 (respectively t2) is called the lower (respectively the upper) limit of the quantifiers
(_t) t2t1 and (\t)
t2
t1
. Both t1 and t2 are free in (_t)
t2
t1
,. The meaning of the quantifiers
(_t)t1 , (\t)t1 , (_t)
t2, (\t)t2 is defined similarly; e.g., (_t)t1 , is a shorthand for
_t . t1<t 7 ,. The quantifiers (_t)t1 , (\t)t1 have the lower limit t1 and do not have
an upper limit. The quantifiers (_t)t2, (\t)t2 have the upper limit t2 and do not have
a lower limit.
Let , be a formula with only bounded quantifiers (without loss of generality we
assume that each variable name is bound at most once in ,). A sequence t1 , ..., tn
is called a lower (upper) sequence of , if (1) t1 is a bound variable of ,; (2) ti+1
is the lower (respectively, the upper) limit of the quantifier that binds ti and (3) tn
is free in ,.
Example 1. X(t1) 7 t1<t2 does not have any lower and any upper sequences.
The lower (respectively upper) sequences of X(t1) 7 (_v)wu (X (v) 7 c(_t2)vt1 X(t2))
are t2 , t1 and v, u (respectively t2 , v, w and v, w).
A formula is said to be explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2] if (1) all the quantifiers of
the formula have a lower and an upper limit, (2) the set of its free variables is a
subset of [t1 , t2], and (3) every lower sequence of the formula ends with t1 and
every upper sequence ends with t2 . We say that ,(t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted to
(t1 , t2] (respectively, [t1 , t2), or respectively (t1 , t2)) if , is explicitly restricted to
[t1 , t2] and it does not contain an occurrence of X(t1) (respectively, X(t2), or
respectively X(t1) and X(t2)).
Example 2. If all the quantifiers of ,(t1 , t2) are relativized to (t1 , t2), i.e., have
the form (_v) t2t1 , then ,(t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2]. Note that according
to our definition the formula t1<t 7 t<t2 is not explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2].
A formula is said to be explicitly restricted from above by t1 if (1) all the quan-
tifiers of the formula have an upper limit, (2) t1 is the only free variable of the
formula, and (3) every upper sequence ends with t1 . If, in addition, the formula
does not contain occurrences of sub-formulas of the form X(t1), then we say that
it is explicitly restricted from above by t&1 . A formula is explicitly restricted from
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below by t1 if (1) all the quantifiers of the formula have a lower limit, (2) t1 is the
only free variable of the formula, and (3) every lower sequence ends with t1 . If, in
addition, the formula does not contain occurrences of sub-formulas of the form
X(t1), then we say that it is explicitly restricted from below by t+1 .
The following two lemmas are straightforward.
Lemma 3. Let K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) be a structure and let a1a2 be
elements of IK .
1. If ,(t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2], then K < ,(a1 , a2) if and only
if K  [a1 , a2] < ,(a1 , a2).
2. If ,(t1) is explicitly restricted from below by t1 , then K < ,(a1) if and only
if K a1 < ,(a1).
Hence, if K and K$ coincide on [a, b]IK & IK$ and ,(t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted
to [t1 , t2], then K < ,(a1 , a2) if and only if K$ < ,(a1 , a2).
Lemma 4. Let ,(t1 , t2) be a formula explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2) and let /(t1)
be a formula obtained from , as follows: (1) remove t2 from the upper limits of all
quantifiers; (2) replace the sub-formulas v<t2 by ct1<t1 (i.e., by a true statement);
and (3) replace the sub-formulas t2<u and t2<t2 by t1<t1 (i.e., by a false state-
ment). Then K < ,(a1 , a2) iff K  [a1 , a2) < /(a1).
Lemma 5 [1, Lemma 9.3.2]. There exists an algorithm that for every formula
,(t1 , t2) constructs a formula (t1 , t2) of the form i # Ind ( i<(t1) 7 
i
b(t1) 7
i (t1 , t2) 7  ie(t2) 7 
i
>(t2)), where Ind is a finite set, such that
t1<t2 7 ,(t1 , t2) is equivalent to t1<t2 7 (t1 , t2)
and for all i # Ind
1.  ib and 
i
e are quantifier free.
2. i (t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted to (t1 , t2).
3.  i<(t1) is explicitly restricted from above by t
&
1 , and 
i
>(t2) is explicitly
restricted from below by t+2 .
4. The quantifier depths of i (t1 , t2), i<(t1) and 
i
>(t2) are at most the
quantifier depth of ,(t1 , t2).
Remark 6. The assertion that  is obtained from , by an algorithm, and that
the quantifier depths of the components i, etc., are at most that of , are corollaries
of the proof of Lemma 9.3.2 in [1], not its statement.
As a consequence of Lemma 5 we obtain
Lemma 7. There exists an algorithm that for every formula ,(t1 , t2) constructs a
formula (t1 , t2) of the form i (i (t1 , t2) 7 i(t2)) such that
1. The quantifier depths of i (t1 , t2) and  i(t1) are at most the quantifier
depth of ,(t1 , t2).
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2. i (t1 , t2) is explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2) and  i(t2) is explicitly restricted
by t2 from below.
3. For every structure K, if minK is the least element of IK and minK<e # IK ,
then K < ,(minK , e) iff K < (minK , e).
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 5 and the observation that if a formula
/(t) is explicitly restricted from above by t&, then either (1) or (2) below holds: (1)
for every structure K, if minK is the minimal element of IK , then K < /(minK); (2)
for every structure K, if minK is the minimal element of IK , then K <3 /(minK).
Moreover, it is decidable which of the cases holds.
Let us explain how to decide which of the above cases holds. First observe that
if a formula /(t) is explicitly restricted from above by t&, then /(t) is a Boolean
combination of formulas of the following form: (_t$)t ,i , (\t$)t ,j , and t<t. Now
replace the sub-formulas of the form ‘‘(_t$)t ,i ’’ and ‘‘t<t’’ by FALSE and the
sub-formulas of the form ‘‘(\t$)t ,j ’’ by TRUE. If the result is TRUE, then case (1)
holds, otherwise case (2) holds. K
4. PROPOSITIONAL DURATION CALCULUS
The duration calculus [22] is a formalism for the specification of real-time
systems. DC is based on interval logic [9] and uses real numbers to model time.
DC has been successfully applied in case studies of software embedded systems, e.g.,
a gas burner [17] and a railway crossing [19], and has been used to define the
real-time semantics of other languages.
The propositional duration calculus (called the restricted duration calculus in
[3]) is a fragment of the duration calculus.
In this section the syntax and the semantics of PDC are presented. The definition
of the semantics differs from the traditional definition (see, e.g., [3]). The main dif-
ference is that we provide the semantics over all positive length intervals (including
infinite intervals), whereas traditionally the semantics is defined only for the intervals
of the form [a, b]. Our semantics conservatively extends the traditional semantics.
The detailed explanation of the differences between the definitions given here and
the traditional definitions is provided in Remark 16 of Section 4.3.
4.1. Syntax
The sets of formulas of PDC are parameterized by a set X1 , ..., Xn of state
variables that ‘correspond’ to the monadic predicates of first-order logic.
PDC has two syntactical categories: state expressions and formulas.
State expressions. The state expressions are constructed from the state variables
by propositional connectives. We will use S to range over the state expressions
which are defined by the following grammar:
S ::=X | S 6 S | S 7 S | cS, where X is a state variable.
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Atomic formulas of PDC. If S is a state expression, then WS X is an atomic
formula of PDC.
Formulas. The formulas of PDC are defined by the grammar
D ::=At | DD | cD | D 6 D | D 7 D,
where At ranges over the atomic formulas.
The binary operation  is called ‘‘chop.’’
4.2. Semantics of PDC
A run of a real-time system is represented by a function from non-negative reals
into a set of valuesthe instantaneous states of a system. Such a function will be
called a signal. Usually, there is a further restriction on the behavior of continuous
time systems. For example, a function that assigns value q0 to the rationals and
value q1 to the irrationals is not accepted as a ‘legal’ signal.
A requirement that is often imposed in the literature is that in every finite length
time interval a system can change its state only finitely many times. This require-
ment is called the finite variability (or non-Zeno) requirement.
Definition 8. A predicate P over R0 has finite variability if there exists an
unbounded increasing sequence a0=0<a1<a2 } } } <an< } } } such that P is constant
on every interval (ai , ai+1). A predicate P over a subset I of R0 has finite variability
if P is the restriction on I of a finitely variable predicate.
In the literature finitely variable predicates are sometimes called non-Zeno Boolean
signals or piecewise continuous trajectories.
Let us first motivate the semantical definitions. The state variables are interpreted
as finitely variable predicates. Atomic formulas of the form WXi X, where Xi is a state
variable, have the value true in a finite length interval I if I Xi is equal to the length
of I ; i.e., the predicate Pi assigned to Xi is true at almost all points of the interval
I. If Pi is a finitely variable predicate over a finite length interval I, then this integral
condition is equivalent to ‘‘Pi receives the value true at all but finitely many points
in the interval I.’’ It is clear that the truth value of WXi X will be invariant under the
changing of the value of Pi at a finite number of points or by addingdeleting
endpoints to the interval I. Formulas that have this invariance property are said to
respect tfin -equivalence (for the formal definition see Definition 13). All duration
calculus formulas respect tfin -equivalence.
Now let us proceed with formal definitions.
A structure K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) is a finitely variable structure if IK is a
non-singular subinterval of R0 and for i=1, ..., n the predicates PKi are finitely
variable predicates over IK . Recall that an interval is singular if it contains only one
point; hence a non-singular interval has a positive (including infinite) length.
The PDC formulas and expressions are interpreted in the finitely variable
structures.
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Let K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) be a finitely variable structure. The meaning (in K)
of state expressions and formulas is provided below.
State expressions. The meaning SK of a state expression S in a structure K is
a subset of IK defined as usual by structural induction on the state expressions.
Namely,
Variables. XiK is PKi .
Disjunction. S1 6 S2K is the union of S1K and S2 K.
Conjunction. S1 7 S2K is the intersection of S1K and S2 K.
Negation. cSK is the complement of SK relative to IK .
It is easy to check that if K is a finitely variable structure, then the characteristic
function of SK has finite variability.
When K is clear from the context we will use S for SK ; furthermore, we
sometimes identify the set S with its characteristic function.
The satisfaction relation between PDC formulas and the finitely variable structures
is defined as follows.
PDC atomic formulas. K < WS X if the complement of SK relative to IK does
not contain an interval of a positive length.
Since SK has finite variability, the above requirement is equivalent to the
requirement that SK has the value false at a finite number of points in every finite
length subinterval of IK . For a bounded non-singular interval IK this condition is
equivalent to the requirement that IK S
K is equal to the length of IK .
The meanings of the propositional connectives are defined as usual: (1) K < D1
6 D2 if K < D1 or K < D2 ; (2) K < D1 7 D2 if K < D1 and K < D2 ; (3) K < cD
if not K < D.
Recall that every interval is a non-empty set and an interval I1 precedes an inter-
val I2 if a # I1 7 b # I2  a<b. A chop-partition of an interval I is an ordered pair
of intervals I1 and I2 such that I=I1 _ I2 and I1 precedes I2 . Note that the require-
ment that I1 precedes I2 implies that the intervals I1 and I2 are disjoint. Here are
some chop-partitions for the interval I=[0, 1): (1) I1=[0, 14 ], I2=(
1
4 , 1); (2) I1=
[0, 14 ), I2=[
1
4 , 1) and (3) I1=[0], I2=(0, 1). Observe that a one-point interval has
no chop-partition.
Now we are ready to define the semantics of chop.
Chop. K < D1D2 if and only if K  I1 < D1 and K  I2 < D2 for some
chop-partition of IK into positive length subintervals I1 , I2 .
4.3. PDC Respects tfin -Equivalence
Throughout this section all structures are assumed to be finitely variable.
Definition 9. Predicates P1 and P2 are said to be tfin-equivalent on a subinterval
I of R0 iff for every b # R0 the set [c # I : c<b7 P1(c){P2(c)] is finite. Predicates
over an interval I are said to be tfin -equivalent if they are tfin -equivalent on I.
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The following lemmas are easily proved by structural induction on PDC formulas.
Lemma 10. Let K=(I, PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) and K$=(I, P
K$
1 , ..., P
K$
n ) be two structures
over the same interval I. Suppose that PKi tfin PK$i for i=1, ..., n. Let D be any PDC
formula. Then K < D if and only if K$ < D.
Recall that a point a is an internal point of an interval I if there exists =>0 such
that the interval (a&=, a+=) is a subset of I.
Lemma 11. Let K=(IK , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) and K$=(IK$ , P
K$
1 , ..., P
K$
n ) be two structures.
Suppose that IK and IK$ have the same set Io of internal points and that PKi  I
o=PK$i  I
o
for i=1, ..., n. Then K < D if and only if K$ < D for every PDC formula D.
The tfin equivalence on predicates is extended to structures as follows:
Definition 12 (tfin equivalence on structures). Structures K=(IK , PK1 , ..., PKn )
and K$=(IK$ , PK$1 , ..., P
K$
n ) are tfin equivalent (notation Ktfin K$) if
1. IK and IK$ have the same set I o of internal points.
2. PKi  I
o is tfin-equivalent to PK$i  I o, for i=1, ..., n.
Observe that if Ktfin K$ and K is a finitely variable structure, then K$ is finitely
variable.
Definition 13. A formula D respects tfin equivalence if Ktfin K$ and K is
finitely variable imply that K < D if and only if K$ < D.
Lemma 10 and Lemma 11 imply
Proposition 14. The PDC formulas respect tfin equivalence.
The following proposition provides alternative definitions for the chop operator
of the duration calculus.
Proposition 15. For PDC formulas D1 and D2 the following conditions are
equivalent.
1. K < D1 D2
2. There is an internal point b of the interval IK such that K b < D1 and
K b < D2 .
3. There is an internal point b of the interval IK such that K b < D1 and
K >b < D2 .
4. There is an internal point b of the interval IK such that K <b < D1 and
K b < D2 .
5. There is an internal point b of the interval IK such that K <b < D1 and
K >b < D2 .
Proof. Immediately from Proposition 14. K
Remark 16 (Comparison with the traditional semantics of PDC [3].) Let us
point to the following differences in the semantical definitions:
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1. (Intervals.) We provided the semantics of PDC formulas over all positive
length (including infinite) intervals, whereas traditionally the semantics is given
only for the intervals of the form [a, b] (a<b # R0).
2. (Chop.) Consequently, there is a discrepancy in the definition of chop.
Namely, in the traditional versions ([a, b], <, P1 , ..., Pn) < D1D2 if and only if
([a, m], <, P1 , ..., Pn) < D1 and ([m, b], <, P1 , ..., Pn) < D2 for some m # (a, b).
In view of Proposition 15 the difference in the definitions of chop for PDC is not
essential. Hence, our definitions conservatively extend the traditional semantics of
PDC to arbitrary positive (including infinite) length intervals.
5. EXPRESSIVE COMPLETENESS
A formula 1 is equivalent to a formula 2 over a set of structures CL, if
K < 1  K < 2 for every structure K # CL.
We say that 1 is equivalent to 2 if 1 is equivalent to 2 over the set of finitely
variable structures.
The main result of this paper is the following equivalence between propositional
duration calculus and first-order monadic logic of order.
Theorem 17 (Expressive Completeness). 1. There exists a translation algorithm
Tr, which assigns to a PDC formula D a first-order monadic sentence Tr(D) that respects
tfin -equivalence such that D is equivalent to Tr(D).
2. There exists a translation algorithm Tr$, which assigns to a first-order
monadic sentence  a PDC formula Tr$() such that if  respects tfin-equivalence,
then  is equivalent to Tr$().
The proof of the theorem is provided in Sections 6 and 7.
Remark 18. It is a widely believed misconception that the duration calculus
cannot specify liveness properties while monadic first-order logic can. Recently,
several extensions of DC were suggested (see, e.g., [10, 18]) for the specification
of liveness properties in DC. All these extensions can be easily formalized in the
fragment of first-order monadic logic that respects tfin -equivalence; hence, in view
of the above theorem they do not increase the expressive power of the duration
calculus. The following points are the sources of this misconception:
v The ‘‘traditional’’ semantics of DC is defined only on the finite length closed
subintervals of the reals. Clearly, there are no liveness properties over bounded time
domains. The semantics given in this paper conservatively extends the traditional
semantics to all intervals.
v The extensions of DC to infinite intervals considered in the literature (see
e.g. [25]) use a convention that a formula holds on an infinite interval if it holds
on all its finite length prefixes. Clearly, if such a convention is used, only safety
properties can be expressed.
In Section 8 we compare the traditional extensions of the duration calculus to
infinite intervals with our extension.
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 17(1)
Let us fix an individual variable v. For a PDC expression S we denote by exp(S)
the monadic formula which is obtained from S, when all occurrences of the state
variables Xi are replaced by the monadic formulas Xi (v). In Fig. 1 four translations
Trbound, Trubound, Trlbound, and Tr from the duration formulas into monadic logic are
defined. In this definition T # [Trbound, Trubound, Trlbound, Tr].
First, some comments about the translations and their properties are provided.
Later, we state lemmas which establish the correctness of the translations.
Let K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) be a finitely variable structure, where IK is an
interval [b, e]. Let S be a state expression.
Note that a boolean combination of finitely variable signals is a finitely variable
signal. Therefore, SK can change only a finite number of times in a bounded
interval. Hence, SK is true almost everywhere in [b, e] (i.e., the complement of
SK relative to IK does not contain an interval of a positive length) iff for every
m in the interval (b, e) the signal defined by the state expression S is true in an open
non-empty subinterval with m as its left endpoint. Trbound (WS X) just formalizes this
condition. Namely, Trbound (WS X) is the formula ,(t1 , t2) which says that every t in
the interval (t1 , t2) is the left endpoint of an open non-empty subinterval (t, t$)
where S holds.
Therefore, K < WS X iff (K, b, e) < ,(t1 , t2).
Observe that ,(t1 , t2) ] Trbound (WS X) is explicitly restricted to (t1 , t2).
Hence, by Lemma 3, WS X and its Trbound translation ,(t1 , t2) are related as
if K$=(IK$ , PK$1 , ..., P
K$
n ) and b<e and [b, e]IK$ , then
K$  [b, e] < WS X iff (K$, b, e) < ,(t1 , t2).
The same relation holds between an arbitrary PDC formula D and its Trbound trans-
lation ,(t1 , t2). Namely, if K$=(IK$ , PK$1 , ..., P
K$
n ) and b<e # IK$ , then K$  [b, e] < D
iff (K$, b, e) < ,(t1 , t2). To establish such a relation one can proceed by induction
on PDC formulas. The inductive steps for Boolean connectives are trivial and the
inductive step for chop is easily obtained from the semantical definition of chop and
Proposition 15.
FIG. 1. Translations.
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The translations Trlbound and Trubound have similar properties. The only free
variable of Trlbound (D) (respectively Trubound (D)) is t1 (respectively t2).
Let ,l (t1) be Trlbound (D) and let ,u(t2) be Trubound (D). Let K$=(IK$ , PK$1 , ..., P
K$
n )
be a finitely variable structure and assume that a1 , a2 are internal points of IK$ .
Then (1) K$ a1 < D iff (K$, a1) < ,l (t1) and (2) K$ a2 < D iff (K$, a2)
< ,u(t2).
Now let us state lemmas which establish the correctness of our translations. The
proofs of these lemmas are straightforward.
Lemma 19 (Syntactical Properties of the Translations). 1. Trbound maps PDC
formulas to monadic formulas which have two free variables t1 , t2 and are explicitly
restricted to (t1 , t2).
2. Trlbound maps PDC formulas to monadic formulas which have one free
variable t1 and are explicitly restricted from below by t+1 .
3. Trubound maps PDC formulas to monadic formulas which have one free
variable t2 and are explicitly restricted from above by t&2 .
4. Tr maps PDC formulas to monadic sentences.
Lemma 20 (Translations Respect tfin -Equivalence). Let K=(IK , PK1 , ..., PKn )
and K$=(IK$ , PK$1 , ..., P
K$
n ) be finitely variable structures. Assume that IK and IK$
have the same set of internal points and that a, b # IK & IK$ .
1. If PKi is tfin -equivalent to PK$i on (a, b) for i=1, ..., n, then (K, a, b) <
Trbound (D) iff (K$, a, b) < Trbound (D).
2. If PKi is tfin -equivalent to PK$i on [c # I : c<a] for i=1, ..., n, then
(K, a) < Trubound (D) iff (K$, a) < Trubound (D).
3. If PKi is tfin -equivalent to PK$i on [c # I : c>a] i=1, ..., n, then
(K, a) < Trlbound (D) iff (K$, a) < Trlbound (D).
4. Tr(D) respects tfin -equivalence.
Lemma 21. Let K be a finitely variable structure.
1. Assume that a<b and [a, b]IK . Then K  [a, b] < D iff
(K, a, b) < Trbound (D).
2. Assume that a # IK and the interval IK <a is not empty (i.e., a is not the
least element of IK). Then K a < D iff (K, a) < Trubound (D).
3. Assume that b # IK and the interval IK >b is not empty (i.e. b is not the
maximal element of IK). Then K b < D iff (K, b) < Trlbound (D).
4. K < D iff K < Tr(D).
Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on PDC formulas. For the
inductive step use Proposition 15 and Lemma 20. K
Finally, Theorem 17(1) follows from Lemma 21 and Lemma 20.
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 17(2)
A finitely variable structure K=(I, PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) is a step structure if IK is a left
closed right open subinterval of R0 and for every a # IK and i=1, ..., n there is
b # IK such that a<b and the predicate PKi is constant on the interval [a, b). Let
STEP be the set of all step structures. It is clear that every finitely variable structure
is tfin -equivalent to a structure in STEP. Hence, if , respects tfin -equivalence and
a duration formula D is equivalent to , over all structures in STEP, then , is
equivalent to D over all finitely variable structures. Therefore, in order to prove
Theorem 17(2) it is sufficient to provide an algorithm that for every sentence ,
constructs a duration formula D such that , is equivalent to D over all structures
in STEP. It is easier to prove a stronger result (see Proposition 22 below). Namely,
let L(min, <) be the extension of monadic language of order by the constant
symbol min. The formulas of L(min, <) will be interpreted over the structures in
STEP; the constant min will be interpreted in (IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) as the minimal
element minK of IK . We will show
Proposition 22. There exists a translation algorithm Tr from sentences of
L(min, <) to PDC formulas such that , is equivalent to Tr(,) over all structures
in STEP.
Proof. Throughout the proof we use ‘‘equivalent’’ to mean ‘‘equivalent over STEP.’’
Observe that if D1 is equivalent to .1 and D2 is equivalent to .2 , then D1 6 D2
is equivalent to .1 6 .2 . Similar observations hold for conjunction and negation.
The proposition is proved by induction on the quantifier depth of the sentences.
In view of the above observation, it is sufficient to prove the proposition for the
atomic sentences and to carry out the inductive step for sentences of the form
_t .,(t).
Inductive basis. The only atomic sentences of L(min, <) are min<min and
sentences of the form Xi (min). Let D be any DC formula and let TRUE be the
abbreviation for D6 cD. We translate the sentence min<min to cTRUE and the
sentence Xi (min) to WXi XTRUE. It is easy to verify that min<min is equivalent
to cTRUE and Xi (min) is equivalent (over STEP) to WXi XTRUE. This
completes the inductive basis.
Inductive step. Assuming that every sentence of L(min, <) of quantifier depth at
most n is equivalent over STEP to a PDC formula we are going to prove that for
every formula .(t) of quantifier depth n, the sentence _t ..(t) is equivalent over
STEP to a PDC formula.
Observe that _t ..(t) W (.[mint] 6 _t . t>min 7 .(t)). The quantifier depth of
.[mint] is n; therefore, by the inductive assumption, it is equivalent to a PDC
formula. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that _t . t>min 7 .(t) is equivalent to a
PDC formula.
Let t1 and t2 be two fresh variables. Let ,(t1 , t2) be obtained from .(t2) by
replacing all the occurrences of min by t1 . It is clear that
K < .(e) iff K < ,(minK , e). (1)
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By Lemma 7 there are i (t1 , t2),  i(t2) such that for every K # STEP and for
every e>minK
K < ,(minK , e) iff K < 
i
(i (minK , e) 7  i(e)), (2)
the quantifier depths of i (t1 , t2) and  i(t1) are at most n, and 
i (t1 , t2) is
explicitly restricted to [t1 , t2) and  i(t2) is explicitly restricted by t2 from below.
Let /i (t1) be obtained from i (t1 , t2) as in Lemma 4. Then
K < i (minK , e) iff K  [minK , e) < /i (minK). (3)
Since /i[mint1] has the quantifier depth n, there is Di which is equivalent over
STEP to / i[mint1]. In particular,
K  [minK , e) < Di iff K  [minK , e) < /i (minK). (4)
According to Lemma 3, K <  i(e) iff K  e < 
i
(e). Observe that K  e #
STEP (because IK is right open), and e is the least element of K  e. The quan-
tifier depth of  i(t2)[mint2] is n; therefore, by the inductive assumption there
is a PDC formula D i which is equivalent over STEP to 
i
(t2)[mint2]. In
particular,
K  e <  i(e)) iff K  e < D
i
 . (5)
Recall that K < (Di )D i iff there is e>minK such that K  [minK , e) < Di and
K  e < D i . Therefore, from Eqs. (1)(5) we obtain that K < _t . t>min 7 .(t)
iff K <  i ((Di )D i). This completes the inductive step.
Finally, observe that all constructions in the above proof were recursive. K
Let us mention the following corollary of the above proof.
Corollary 23. Let , be a first-order monadic sentence. Assume that if Pi , P$i are
finitely variable predicates over R0 such that Pi tfin P$i for i=1, ..., n, then (R0, <,
P1 , ..., Pn) < , iff (R0, <, P$1 , ..., P$n) < ,. Then there is a PDC formula D such
that for every finitely variable structure K over R0
K < , if and only if K < D.
Moreover D is computable from ,.
8. DURATIONAL CALCULUS AND LIVENESS
In this section we compare the ‘‘traditional’’ extensions of the semantical defini-
tion for DC to infinite intervals with the definition used in our paper. We show
that liveness properties cannot be specified under the traditional definitions. We
demonstrate that extensions of DC by new modalities suggested in the literature
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(see, e.g., [10, 18]) to handle liveness can be easily embedded into PDC investigated
in our paper.
In the DC literature the term ‘‘interpretation’’ (or ‘‘valuation’’) is used for a
finitely variable structure over the set of all non-negative reals.
Throughout this section K=(R0, <, P1 , ..., Pn) will stand for such an inter-
pretation.
The main semantical relation considered in the DC literature is ‘‘a formula D
holds in a bounded closed interval [a, b] under an interpretation K.’’ Here we will
use the notation K, [a, b] <bound D for that relation; we will use the symbol < for
both the satisfaction relation of first-order monadic logic of order and for the
satisfaction relation for PDC as defined in Section 4.2.
Our semantics < for PDC is consistent with <bound and extends it to infinite
intervals. For the bounded intervals [a, b] the relations < and <bound are related
as follows:
K, [a, b] <bound D if and only if K  [a, b] < D.
8.1. The Standard Extension of DC to Infinite Intervals
Two standard extensions <u and < p of <bound to the interval of all non-negative
reals are defined as follows.
Definition 24 (Universal Satisfaction K <u D and Prefix Satisfaction K < p D).
1. K <u D iff K, [a1 , a2] <bound D for all a1<a2 .
2. K < p D iff K, [0, a2] <bound D for all a2>0.
The next proposition shows that the satisfaction relations < p and <u can be
encoded by our satisfaction relation <.
Proposition 25. For every PDC formula D there are PDC formulas Du and D p
such that
1. K <u D iff K < Du.
2. K < p D iff K < D p.
Proof. Let ,(t1 , t2) be defined as Trbound (D) (see Fig. 1 for the definition of
Trbound ). By Lemma 21, for a1<a2
K  [a1 , a2] < D if and only if (K, a1 , a2) < ,(t1 , t2).
Therefore, by the consistency of <bound and <, it follows that
K, [a1 , a2] <bound D if and only if (K, a1 , a2) < ,(t1 , t2).
Hence, by the definition of <u and < p we obtain that
K <u D if and only if K < \t1 \t2 . t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2)
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and
K < p D if and only if K < \t1 \t2 .Zero(t1) 7 t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2),
where Zero(t) ] \t$ . tt$.
By Corollary 23, there are PDC formulas Du and D p such that
K < Du if and only if K < \t1 \t2 . t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2)
and
K < D p if and only if K < \t1 \t2 .Zero(t1) 7 t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2)
Therefore, K <u D iff K < Du and K < p D iff K < D p. K
The reader can also verify directly that
K <u D if and only if K < c(TRUE(cD)TRUE)
and
K < p D if and only if K < c((cD)TRUE),
where TRUE is the abbreviation for WX 6 cX X.
8.2. Liveness
It is a widely believed misconception that the duration calculus cannot specify
liveness properties, while monadic first-order logic can. Theorem 17 shows that
PDC (under < semantics) and first-order monadic logic of order have the same
expressive power. Therefore, liveness properties can be specified in PDC (under the
extension < of <bound to infinite intervals). The following are the sources of this
misconception.
The ‘‘traditional’’ semantics <bound of DC is defined only on the bounded closed
subintervals of the reals. There are no liveness properties over bounded time
domains, hence, the question of whether <bound can capture liveness is meaningless.
The extensions < p and <u of DC to infinite intervals considered in the literature
use the convention that a formula holds on an infinite interval if it holds on all its
finite length prefixes (or on all its bounded subintervals). If such a convention is
used, only safety properties can be expressed.
In this subsection we show that < p and <u cannot specify even a very simple
liveness property. Hence, unlike the PDC semantics < suggested here, the seman-
tics < p and <u are not expressively complete. Therefore, they are not appropriate
extensions of <bound to infinite intervals.
One of the simplest liveness properties that respects tfin equivalence is ‘‘Even-
tually there is a non-empty open subinterval where X holds.’’ It is clear that this
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property can be formalized in first-order monadic logic. Therefore, by the expressive
completeness of PDC (under our semantical definitions of <), there is a PDC
formula D which formalizes this property.
Let EV be the set of all interpretations K that have the above property. The
reader can verify that K # EV iff K < WX 6 cX XWXXWX 6 cX X. Let us show
that this property cannot be formalized under the traditional PDC semantics <u
and < p.
Proposition 26. 1. There is no D such that K <u D if and only if K # EV.
2. There is no D such that K < p D if and only if K # EV.
Proof. (1) Let P(n)=[a: a>n] and let P< be the empty subset of R0. Let
K (n) be the structure (R0, <, P(n)) and let K< be (R0, <, P<).
Observe that K (n) is in EV (for n # Nat) and K< is not in EV.
Assume that K (n) <u D for every n # Nat. Then, K (n), [a1 , a2] <bound D for every
a1<a2 . Hence, K (n)  [a1 , a2] < D. However, K (n)  [a1 , a2] coincides with
K<  [a1 , a2] for every a1<a2<n. Therefore, K<, [a1 , a2] <bound D for every
a1<a2 . Hence, K< <u D.
From the assumption that K (n) <u D for every n # Nat we have derived that
K< <u D. Therefore, there is no D such that K # EV iff K <u D.
(2) The proof for < p is almost the same. K
8.3. New Modalities
We have seen that even a very simple liveness property cannot be specified in DC
under the traditional extensions <u and < p of DC semantics to infinite intervals.
In order to capture liveness properties such as fairness and asymptotic stability
a large number of ‘‘outward looking’’ modalities were suggested in the literature. All
these extensions can be easily formalized in the fragment of first-order monadic
logic that respects tfin -equivalence. Hence, in view of Theorem 17, these new
modalities can be encoded in the extension of DC considered here.
Below we describe an extension of DC by two new chopping operators suggested
in [18]. This extension was called duration calculus with liveness (DCL) and it was
shown that in contrast to the original duration calculus, DCL can be used to
specify some liveness and fairness properties (under < p semantics). We show that
DCL can be easily formalized in first-order monadic logic and, therefore, does not
increase the expressive power of DC (under < semantics). Similar results hold for
other extensions of DC proposed in the literature.
Two new chopping operators (modalities) of DCL are denoted by I and i
and their semantics is defined as follows:
1. K, [a1 , a2] <bound D1 ID2 if there is a3<a1 such that K, [a3 , a1] <bound D1
and K, [a3 , a2] <bound D2 .
2. K, [a1 , a2] <bound D1 i D2 if there is a3>a2 such that K, [a1 , a3] <bound D1
and K, [a2 , a3] <bound D2 .
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It is clear that these modalities are first-order definable. Let us extend Trbound
(see Fig. 1) to the DCL formulas as
Trbound (D1 ID2) ] _t3 . t3<t1 7 Trbound (D1)[t3 t1 , t1 t2] 7 Trbound (D2)[t3 t1]
Trbound (D1 i D2) ] _t3 . t3>t2 7 Trbound (D1)[t3 t2] 7 Trbound (D2)[t2 t1 , t3 t2].
It is easy to check that for every DCL formula D its Trbound translation ,(t1 , t2)
has the property
K, [a1 , a2] <bound D if and only if (K, a1 , a2) < Trbound (D).
However, in contrast to the Trbound translation of the PDC formulas, the Trbound
translation of the DCL formulas are not explicitly restricted to (t1 , t2).
The relations <u and < p for DCL are defined from <bound as in Definition 24.
The same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 25 show
Proposition 27. For every DCL formula D there are PDC formulas Du and D p
such that
1. K <u D iff K < Du.
2. K < p D iff K < D p.
Proof. Let D be a DCL formula and let ,(t1 , t2) be Trbound (D). Then
K, [a1 , a2] <bound D if and only if (K, a1 , a2) < ,(t1 , t2).
Hence, by the definition of <u and < p we obtain that
K <u D if and only if K < \t1 \t2 . t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2)
and
K < p D if and only if K < \t1 \t2 .Zero(t1) 7 t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2),
where Zero(t) ] \t$ . tt$.
By Corollary 23, there are PDC formulas Du and D p such that
K < Du if and only if K < \t1 \t2 . t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2)
and
K < D p if and only if K < \t1\t2 .Zero(t1) 7 t2>t1  ,(t1 , t2).
Therefore, K <u D iff K < Du and K < p D iff K < D p. K
9. STAR-FREE EXPRESSIONS AND PDC
We provide a novel stuttering-free interpretation for star-free expressions. The
main result of this section establishes the equivalence between star-free expressions
under stuttering-free interpretation and PDC.
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9.1. Star-Free Expressions
The (extended) star-free regular expressions over an alphabet 7 [7] are defined
by the grammar
E ::=l | E+E | E; E | cE, where l ranges over 7.
In this paper we will use ‘‘star-free expression’’ to mean ‘‘extended star-free regular
expression.’’
The standard interpretation assigns to a star free expression a set of strings
(language) over 7. In this interpretation sum (+) is interpreted as union, sequen-
tial composition (;) is interpreted as concatenation and negation (c) is interpreted
as complementation relative to the set of all finite strings (excluding the empty
string =).
We use E for the language assigned to the star-free expression E under the
standard interpretation. Expressions E 1 and E 2 are said to be equivalent (under the
standard interpretation) if E1=E 2.
9.2. Stuttering-Free Interpretation
Definition 28 (Stuttering [6]). A string l0 l1 } } } ln is stuttering-free iff it is
non-empty and no two adjacent symbols in it are equal.
Let us consider stuttering-free interpretations of negation and sequential
composition symbols. Namely, let c be the complementation relative to the set of
stuttering-free strings and let sequential composition be interpreted as the operation
V on strings:
l0 } } } lp V m0 } } } mk={l0 } } } lpm1 } } } mkl0 } } } lpm0 } } } mk
if lp=m0
otherwise.
Sum, like before, is interpreted as union. The stuttering-free interpretation assigns
to a star-free expression E the stuttering-free string language which will be denoted
by E stut.
9.3. Finitely Variable Functions and Their Traces
We say that a function ’ from a bounded subinterval (a, b) of the reals into a
finite set 7 has finite variability if there exists a finite increasing sequence a=a0<a1
<a2 } } } <an=b such that ’ is constant on every interval (ai , ai+1).
The restriction of ’ on an interval (c, d ) is denoted by ’  (c, d ). Notice that if
’: (a, b)  7 has finite variability and (c, d)(a, b), then ’  (c, d ) has finite
variability.
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 29. Suppose that ’: (a, b)  7 has finite variability; then there exists a
unique increasing sequence a=a0<a1<a2 } } } <an=b such that
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1. ’ is almost constant on every interval (ai , ai+1); i.e., for every i there is li # 7
such that the set [x # (ai , ai+1) : ’(x){li] is finite.
2. For every i<n&1, the value of ’ on (ai , ai+1) differs from the value of ’
on (ai+1 , a i+2).
Definition 30 (Trace of a Finite Variability Function). Let ’ be a finite
variability function over (a, b) and let a0 , ..., an be as in Lemma 29. For i<n let li
be the values of ’ on (ai , ai+1). The trace of ’ (notations trace(’)) is the stuttering-
free string l0 l1 } } } ln&1 .
Lemma 31. Suppose ’: (a, b)  7 and c # (a, b). Then trace(’)=trace(’  (a, c)) V
trace(’  (c, b)), where V is stuttering-free concatenation (see Section 9.2).
Trace of a tuple. Let (’1 , ..., ’n) be an n-tuple of finite variability functions
from (a, b) into [0, 1]. With this n-tuple we associate a function ’ from (a, b) into
[0, 1, ..., 2n&1] defined as ’(t)=i if (’1(t), ..., ’n(t)) is the binary representation
of i. The above mapping defines a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
n-tuple of finite variability functions from (a, b) into [0, 1] and finite variability
functions from ( a, b ) into [ 0, ... , 2n&1 ] . The trace of an n-tuple ( notations
trace(’1 , ..., ’n)) is defined as the trace of the corresponding function.
Trace of a structure. Let K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) be a finitely variable
structure over a bounded interval IK of the reals. Let a=inf [c: c # IK] and b=
sup[c: c # IK] The trace of K (notation trace(K)) is defined as the trace of the
n-tuple (PK1  (a, b), ..., P
K
n  (a, b)).
9.4. Translations between Star-Free Expressions and PDC
In this subsection we provide meaning-preserving translations between the PDC
formulas over the state variables X1 , ..., Xn and the star-free expressions over the
alphabet [0, 1, ..., 2n&1].
Throughout this section, K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) is a finitely variable structure
with n-unary predicates over a bounded interval IK .
Let i # [0, 1, ..., 2n&1] and let a1 } } } an be the binary representation of i. For
j=1, ..., n define
Y (i)j ] {XjcXj
if aj=1
if aj=0.
(6)
The following lemmas are immediate.
Lemma 32. K < WY (i)1 7 Y
(i)
2 7 } } } Y
(i)
n X if and only if trace(K)=i.
Lemma 33. K < WcY (i)1 6cY
(i)
2 6 } } } 6 cY
(i)
n X if and only if i does not occur
in trace(K).
Proposition 34. 1. For every i # [0, 1, ..., 2n&1] there exists a state expression
Si over the variables X1 , ..., Xn such that K < WS i X if and only if trace(K)=i.
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2. For every state expression S over the variables X1 , ..., Xn there exists a
star-free expression ES over the alphabet [0, 1, ..., 2n&1] such that K < WS X if and
only if trace(K) # ES stut.
Proof. Proposition 34(1) is obtained from Lemma 32. To prove Proposition 34(2),
it is useful to introduce the following abbreviations:
1. E1 & E2 ] c(cE1+cE2).
2. 72 n=0+1+2+ } } } +2n&1.
3. < ] 0 & c0.
4. 7+2 n ] c<.
5. Occur(i ) ] i ; 7+2n+7
+
2n ; i ; 7
+
2n +7
+
2n ; i.
It is easy to see that the language definable (under both the standard and the
stuttering-free interpretations) by E1 & E2 is the intersection of the languages
definable by E1 and E2 ; the language definable by < is the empty language; the
language definable by 7+2n consists of all stuttering-free strings over 72n ; the
language definable by Occur(i) under the stuttering-free interpretation (respectively
under the standard interpretation) consists of all stuttering-free strings (respectively
all finite strings) which contain an occurrence of the letter i.
Let S be a Boolean combination of X1 , ..., Xn . If S is a tautology, then the expres-
sion ES defined as 7+2n satisfies Proposition 34(2). Let us assume that S is not a
tautology. In this case there is a non-empty set I[0, 1, ..., 2n&1] such that S W
i # I (cY (i)1 6 cY
(i)
2 6 } } } 6cY
(i)
n ). This set I is easily obtained from the com-
plete conjunctive normal form of S. Therefore, K < WSX iff K < Wi # I (cY (i)1 6
cY (i)2 6 } } } 6 cY
(i)
n )X iff K < i # I WcY
(i)
1 6cY
(i)
2 6 } } } 6 cY
(i)
n X. Hence, by
Lemma 33, it follows that K < WS X iff no i from I occurs in the trace(K). Therefore,
the star-free expression ES defined as i # I cOccur(i ) satisfies Proposition 34(2).
K
Below we are going to define translations Trn and Tr$n between the PDC formulas
over the state variables X1 , ..., Xn and the star-free expressions over the alphabet
[0, 1, ..., 2n&1].
Let Si be as in Proposition 34(1). Define the translation Trn from the star free
expressions over the alphabet [0, 1, ..., 2n&1] into PDC formula over the variables
X1 , ..., Xn as follows:
1. Trn(i ) ] WSi X.
2. Trn(E1+E2) ] Trn(E1) 6 Trn(E2).
3. Trn(cE) ] cTrn(E).
4. Trn(E1 ; E2) ] Trn(E1)Trn(E2).
Let ES be as in Proposition 34(2). Define the translation Tr$n from the PDC formula
over the variables X1 , ..., Xn into the star-free expressions over the alphabet
[0, 1, ..., 2n&1] as follows:
1. Tr$n(WS X) ] ES .
2. Trn(D1 6 D2) ] Tr$n(D1)+Tr$n(D2).
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3. Tr$n(cD) ] cTr$n(D).
4. Tr$n(D1 D2) ] Tr$n(D1); Tr$n(D2).
The main result of this section is the following equivalence between the star-free
expressions under stuttering-free interpretation and PDC.
Theorem 35. For every finitely variable structure K=(IK , <K , PK1 , ..., P
K
n ) over
a bounded interval
1. K < Trn(E) iff trace(K) # E stut.
2. K < D iff trace(K) # Tr$n(D) stut.
Proof. (1) The proof proceeds by structural induction on star free expressions.
For the inductive basis use Proposition 34. The inductive steps for + and c are
immediate. The inductive step for concatenation follows from Lemma 31.
(2) The proof proceeds by structural induction on PDC formulas. For the
inductive basis use Proposition 34. The inductive steps for the boolean connectives
are immediate. The inductive step for chop follows from Lemma 31. K
Corollary 36 (Equivalence between PDC and Star-Free Expressions). 1.
E1 stut=E2 stut if and only if the PDC formulas Trn(E1) and Trn(E2) are equi-
valent on the finitely variable structures over bounded intervals.
2. PDC formulas D1 and D2 are equivalent on the finitely variable structures
over bounded intervals if and only if Tr$n(D1) stut=Tr$n(D2) stut.
It is only for the sake of a lighter notation that we restricted the results of this
section to the bounded intervals; there is an obvious generalization to the unbounded
intervals. In this more general case a star-free expression is interpreted as a set of
stuttering-free strings and stuttering-free |-strings. The negation is interpreted as
the complementation relative to the set of stuttering-free strings and stuttering-free
|-strings.
10. CONCLUSION AND RELATED RESULTS
In this paper the propositional duration calculus was compared to monadic first-
order logic of ordera very fundamental formalism. Our main result shows that
there exist meaning (semantics) preserving translations between PDC formulas and
monadic sentences that respect tfin -equivalence. This result confirms that the
duration calculus is not an ad-hoc formalism. The definitions of the semantics for
PDC given in this paper conservatively extend the traditional semantics of PDC to
all intervals. In particular, the expressive completeness theorem holds for both
bounded and unbounded intervals.
There is a tight connection between PDC and star-free expressions. The chop
operator of PDC corresponds to concatenation. We provided a non-standard
stuttering-free interpretation for star-free expressions and established the equiv-
alence between star-free expressions under the stuttering-free interpretation and
the PDC.
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10.1. Complexity of Translations
The translation from PDC to monadic logic is compositional and has linear time
complexity. The upper bound for the complexity of our translation algorithm from
monadic logic to PDC can be extracted from a careful analysis of the proofs of
Lemma 5 and Proposition 22. The best upper bound which we were able to extract
is non-elementary. Recall that a function F is non-elementary if there is no m such
that F(n) is less than expm(n) for all n, where expm(k) is the m-times iterated
exponential function (e.g., exp2(k)=22
k
).
The translations between PDC and star-free expressions are compositional. It is
easy to check that for every n, the translations Trn and Tr$n have linear complexity.
10.2. Succinctness
In [14] we proved that there is at least an exponential blow-up in every meaning
preserving translation from monadic logic to PDC. Hence, there exists an exponen-
tial gap between the succinctness of monadic logic and that of duration calculus.
The space complexity of the validity problems both for first-order monadic logic
and for PDC has a non-elementary lower bound [13, 20]. We believe that the
succinctness gap between monadic logic and PDC is much higher than exponential
and in particular there is no exponential-space meaning-preserving translation
algorithm from monadic logic to PDC.
10.3. Mean Value Calculus
Recall that in DC it is impossible to specify instantaneous events. In [24], DC
was extended to mean value calculus in order to handle instantaneous events. In
[11] we established that there exist meaning (semantics) preserving translations
between the propositional fragment of mean value calculus and first-order monadic
logic.
10.4. Decidability
Our main result, Theorem 17, deals with definability in different formalisms. This
is completely orthogonal to the decidability issues. The satisfiability problem for
PDC was proved to be decidable in [23] by automata theoretical methods. The
satisfiability (and equivalence) problem for PDC can be also reduced to the
emptiness problem for star-free expressions.
However, there is a much simpler way to show the decidability of PDC and of
many other much stronger formalisms. In [15] we have considered an interpreta-
tion of monadic second-order logic of order in the second-order structures of finitely
variable signals. This logic allows quantifications over the finitely variable monadic
predicates. We proved the decidability of monadic second-order logic under the finitely
variable interpretation. The decidability of PDC is an immediate byproduct of the
decidability of monadic second-order logic.
It is not difficult to assign to every first-order monadic sentence , a second-order
monadic sentence  such that , respects tfin equivalence if and only if  is
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satisfiable under the finitely variable interpretation of its free and bound monadic
predicate variables. Therefore, as a consequence of the decidability of monadic
second-order logic, one can obtain that the set of first-order monadic sentences that
respect tfin equivalence is decidable.
10.5. The Kamp and the McNaughtonPapert Theorems
It is instructive to compare our completeness result with Kamp’s theorem
[1, 2,4] which states that every monadic formula (t) with one free variable t is
equivalent to a propositional temporal logic formula D. Our theorem states that
every monadic sentence (formula without free variables) that respects tfin -equiv-
alence is equivalent to a PDC formula.
The McNaughtonPapert theorem [7] is close both conceptually and technically
to our completeness theorem. This theorem establishes equivalence between first-
order monadic logic over finite linear orders and star-free expressions. Recall that
the star-free expressions over alphabet 7 are constructed from the elements of 7 by
boolean operations and concatenation. The meaning of a star-free expression is a
set of strings (language). A string w of length m>0 over an alphabet [0, 1]n can
be considered as a structure Kw=([1, ..., m], <, Pw1 , ..., P
w
n ) , where < is the
standard order relation over [1, ..., m] and Pwi ( j)=1 iff the i th components of the
j th letter of w is 1. A sentence , with predicates X1 , ..., Xn defines a set of strings
(language) L, over the alphabet [0, 1]n that satisfies ,. The McNaughtonPapert
theorem states that a language over an alphabet [0, 1]n is definable by a star-free
expression if and only if it is definable by a first-order monadic sentence [7]. This
theorem was extended to |-languages in [5, 21].
In [12] an interpretation of star-free expressions over the reals is provided. The
expressive power of star-free expressions is compared to the expressive power of
first-order monadic logic of order over the reals. It is proved that these formalisms
have the same expressive power under the interpretation of the monadic predicate
symbols by arbitrary (no finite variability restriction) subsets of reals. This result
provides a generalization of the classical McNaughtonPapert theorem [7] from
the finite orders to the order of the reals.
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